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Abstract
Computer system performance depends on the efficiency and precision of all of its components. When it comes to
software, the primary goal is to ensure the most effective use of the hardware resources while maintaining the accuracy
of the computations being handled. While many software developers focus their attention on the running time com-
plexity and parallelism of computations in terms of CPU utilization; there is an evident lack of memory map analysis
and RAM usage efficiency. mVizion is a novel visualization tool, combined with a digital forensic tool Cafegrind,
shows how different memory utilization patterns are being used by different C/C++ programs, running in Unix/Linux
environments. Cafegrind is used to produce different traces of heap memory accesses, including both allocations and
deallocation, from different applications. mVizion is then used to interpret these traces, and through the use of multi-
ple windows present detailed information about each distinct data structure; thus offering a comprehensive view and
deeper understanding of a program inner memory workings. The evaluation of mVizion shows a fair performance and
its capacity to scale to large log data files.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Thesis Statement: Visualization helps analyze memory performance and understand memory behavior in order to
improve memory utilization in future applications.
As software applications grow more and more complex in response to users needs and expectations; the software
products require a better quality assurance, precision and efficiency in utilization of users’ resources, both hardware
and software. In order to improve an application’s performance, one must view and understand the complete systems
architecture and work at each of the individual layers in order to improve the utilization and performance of all its
components. This includes a thorough analysis of CPU usage, cache, as well as RAM utilization among others
resources. While there have been previous efforts in profiling and analyzing these resources, an understanding of
memory usage and performance has been to the best of my knowledge rather limited.
The lack of visualization tools to have a full comprehensive view of heap utilization makes understanding the
memory usage and program behaviour a difficult task to accomplish. What automated scripts, trace dumps, and
memory snapshots cannot achieve is to identify the patterns that govern memory management. Statistical analysis
of such logs, or unit testing of software applications, along with underline libraries and dependencies are not able to
provide a complete view of a systems behavior and the inner workings of the software that it is running.
A new trend in software system analysis is the ability to track, understand, and pinpoint unusual memory behavior
during the software run-time. mVizion is a visualization tool designed to aid in the analysis of C/C++ program
trace logs collected using a forensic profiling tool called Cafegrind. mVizion presents a heap memory map and its
usage through time. It maintains a sequential list of all data structures created throughout the application’s run-time;
and tracks their type, size, memory address, allocation/de-allocation time, access operations (including both reads
and writes accesses), as well as function call traces. Using multiple windows mVizion is able to present all of this
information and provide software developers with a detailed view of how memory management is being handled at
lower levels of the application.
mVizion uses the logs provided by Cafegrind to present detailed information about all allocated data structures
during the run-time of each application; thus offering a snapshot view of the memory state at any point in time. Fur-
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thermore this timeline includes: specific information about the time when objects are allocated/de-allocated; number
of block re-allocations and their new memory spaces; as well the current number of loads/stores of each data structure,
and their respective addresses. Additionally mVizion infers information about dirty memory address spaces; non-de-
allocated blocks at the end of application runtime; and the memory addresses accessed the most and the least within
each objects memory space span.
mVizion presents a novel way of visualizing the heap memory map, that software developers can use to identify
memory leaks and residue objects remaining in memory. Through the use of multiple windows mVizion can show in a
visual manner detailed information about memory behaviour patterns of many C/C++ programs on Unix/Linux. This
information can be used by software developers when designing or improving garbage collectors and memory alloca-
tors as well as redefining the policies that govern the memory. Likewise mVizion can help track and analyze memory
bugs, detect memory leaks, monitor re-allocation patterns, churn, coalescence, memory fragmentation, memory space
usage and locality.
2
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 System visualizations
There exists a number of related works in the area of memory map analysis and visualization offering a variety
of features and functionalities when compared with mVizion. Among the many differences between mVizion and
other work are the programming language, the platform requirements, and the operations procedures. The following
includes a description of the contributions, limitations and differences of several projects when compared to mVizion.
They are grouped into the following categories: heap visualization of different applications in Java versus C/C++;
different procedural approaches; as well as static versus dynamic analysis tools.
2.2 Parallel, generic and special case visualization
Parallel programming and multi-threaded applications have been a long lasting research topic over the years. There
exists a number of open source and commercial solutions for tracking and visualizing systems performance and opera-
tions. For instance, DRAGON [6] is an interactive analysis tool for optimization and parallelization of large programs
that provides a visualization of call graphs, flow graphs, and data dependencies. Jive [12] and Jove [15] are another
set of visualization tools developed for Java programs for gathering and presenting information about different threads
belonging to an application. They include the threads state, the threads blocks and dependencies, flow analysis, func-
tion and synchronization calls, as well as the threads allocations/de-allocations, time and places of execution. These
tools have been developed primarily for tracking and analyzing multi-threaded applications and don’t provide a full
view of memory utilization.
A tool for analyzing security features of software application has been proposed in TaintBochs [8]. While it lacks
a visual component, it is able to log all the accesses to tainted data objects used by an application at the hardware
level. TaintBochs tracks data objects states, tracks application components having access, writing to, or copying the
data objects, and collects the time stamps for all the operations. [17] is a profiling, pattern discovery and performance
analysis tool for cache memories optimization. It is capable of collecting information about accessed features, cache
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behaviors, miss reasons and optimizations objects. These tools have great performance analysis, but they do not
address profiling and deep analysis of RAM memory in the same way as mVizion does.
A call-graph tool [3, 4] collects information about static as well as dynamic function calls, and presents it in a
single hierarchical view. This tool is based on the underline Valgrind application, more specifically its extension
Callgrind used for function call logging taking place during the application run-time. It is able to collect all available
information about each function including its name, namespace and its class. This tool closely matches mVizion
Stack Trace window since it collects and builds a function call tree. While the call-graph tool represents a wider set
of function calls executed by the application and their hierarchical view, the tool doesn’t maintain information about
memory management nor report any type of statistics describing which data structures within the applications are
bounded to which functions.
2.3 Java application visualization
Heapviz [2] and dynamic performance analysis (DYPER) [13, 1] are frameworks designed for visualizing and analyz-
ing Java program performance during run-time. Heapviz not only provides a clean visual representation of how the
heap is being used by a variety of large software applications, but it also does summarization techniques to combine
similar objects into a single node hierarchy based on the data structure topology in place. A single node in the visual-
ization can represent a large data structure belonging to a linked list, a tree map, etc. The visualization provides a graph
hierarchy of nodes which is used to identify the sharing of data types and objects across application components. Even
though the tool has a search option, it does not provide any memory layout visualization nor more detailed description
of each object. Heapvizs goal is to understand and debug tasks rather than analyzing memory utilization, which is
where mVizion presents a unique set of features.
The dynamic performance analysis (DYPER) [13, 1] tool was developed to analyze long-running systems in a
production environment. While having minimal overhead on the running system it is capable of providing detailed
information about CPU activity, heap utilization, I/O behavior, sockets, threads, memory allocations, event handling,
as well as phase analysis. DYMEM [14, 1] is an extension to the DYPER framework providing a visualization of
object ownership in the heap as well as the memory utilization of an application. Both DYPER and DYMEM are not
able to evaluate the entire program run-time but rather analyze a slice of run-time. Furthermore, scanning the heap
can cause the program to pause during the execution phase depending on the size of the heap.
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2.4 C/C++ application visualization
GCspy [11] is another architectural framework designed for collection and replay of memory management behavior of
large-scale systems running Java programs. The framework is able to attach and detach from running applications by
using a memory manager. An extension to GCspy [7] has been developed to track the dynamic memory allocators and
heap usage in C/C++ programming applications. The extension tool modifies dlmallocs [10] source in order to collect
information about each malloc and free events of a memory manager. Both GCspy and its extension are designed
to keep track of heap states and its rendering in response to both garbage collection and memory manager events.
This aspect imposes limitations on the amount of information being collected affecting the overall functionality and
granularity of the tools.
A different approach to memory performance analysis was proposed by AllocRay [16], a visualization tool capable
of animating the memory allocations and usage over the complete period of application execution. AllocRay is able
to collect heap allocations/de-allocations, re-allocation, free events with matching timestamps, detailed information
about object types, addresses, sizes, processes, as well as function call stack traces for all events. The collected
information is then replayed as a visualization with multiple interactive options including playback, zooming, color
coding and filtering. Even though AllocRay shares many similarities with mVizion, there is a fundamental difference
between both of them. AllocRay is specifically designed to operate in a Windows environment and works closely with
Microsofts Event Tracing for Windows (ETW) library. On the other hand mVizion works closely with Cafegrind [5]
as well as Processing, allowing it to operate in multiple environments.
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Chapter 3
Design and Implementation
3.1 Visualization interface and functionality
mVizion (memory Visualization) tool has been implemented on top of Processing framework [9]. Processing is a Java
based open source programming language which includes graphics, network, PDF, JavaScript, and other libraries;
and provides an environment for sketching programmatical visualizations. The Processing framework is supported in
Windows, GNU/Linux, and Mac OS X platforms and is portable to web applications.
Processing works both in 2 and 3 dimensions but is limited to the most basic geometric shapes. mVizion works in
the 2-D vector space and utilizes only 3 simple shape structures, which include rectangles, lines and arcs. Overlaying
multiple virtual matrices on top of the visual canvas with simple trigonometrical calculations makes it easier to divide
the window 6 ways, each one of them processing and presenting, using smooth animations and various color shades, a
separate set of data throughout all the visualization. Processing also features support of buttons, scroll-bars and mouse
events (clicked, pressed, moved, etc).
mVizion takes advantage of object-oriented programming as it is based on Java programming language. The tool
consists of 5 distinct classes, each one of them containing all necessary information collected by Cafegrind describing
each of the data structures belonging to the target application. This information is populated into several fields of
mVizion internal data structures including object data fields, time event sequence, function trace, and sorted by size,
age, freed age, reads, writes and access operations. The aggregated data is loaded in a setup phase of mVizion run-
time. The user selects three data files (summary file, freed file and heap file), which mVizion takes as an input to
populate the necessary information into its internal data structures (not to be confused with the target application data
structures).
The summary and freed log files contain detailed information about each application data structure consisting of
several fields such as unique IDs, data types, memory addresses, requested sizes, extra bytes, timestamp of when they
were created, time when they were last accessed, number of reads and writes, overall age, freed age (age after data
structure has been de-allocated until its memory space is overwritten), and allocation function stack trace. This data
is entirely loaded into memory using different Java components such as arrays and ArrayLists.
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In a similar fashion the heap file contains information split into several fields including each load/store operation
as well as the address at which the operation is being performed, the beginning address of the data structure, its unique
ID, the size and timetick of the access operation.
mVizion uses its internal data structures and a temporary file to load large log files. The tool stores in memory
only target application object-related information while saving into a file a timeline sequence of access operations in
order to reduce the memory usage. This file is read line by line during the visualization display phase. All the complex
computations are done in mVizion setup phase thus reducing the overhead during its execution.
The visualization is done during the draw step of mVizion display phase. Processing draw methods are executed
repeatedly after the previous method invocation finishes with a specified delay between each invocation. This delay
can be easily adjusted and is specified in Processing language through a rate of frames per second where each frame
is a single execution of a draw method; the default mVizion rate is 60 frames per second. This frame rate can be
significantly slowed down during mVizion display execution as it primarily depends on the time the previous method
invocation finishes. In order to adjust the speed of the visualization mVizion uses an additional variable that specifies
the time step in the timeline execution. The timeline represents the CPU cycles of the target application run-time and
contains both the access operations as well as their respective timestamps in sequential order. The timetick step value
specifies the number of CPU cycles mVizion executes in each frame. This measure is able to speed up the application
run-time in case there are large gaps between many adjacent access operations, but it can also have a reverse effect
and create a visible impression of the application slowing down as the execution enters a loop.
Figure 3.1: mVizion canvas
As presented in Figure 3.1, mVizion visualization canvas is comprised of six sections: (1) the data structures
window; (2) the heap window; (3) the timeline access window; (4) the object data window; (5) stack trace window;
and (6) Dynamically Sorted Object List window.
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3.2 Data structures window
Data structures window (part A in Figure 3.1) presents an explicit visualization of data structures versus their location
in memory space with respect to other data objects and representative of each object’s size and active/freed status
during the run-time. The data being loaded from log files serves as a basis for further analysis and extraction of latent
variables. mVizion keeps track of such variables and their dynamic values during execution. On the other hand it infers
information about the multiple data structure re-allocations during it’s lifetime by aggregating the necessary data into
a minimal number of memory blocks and presents the resulting information onto its respective location within the
graph.
The goal of aggregating the data and its graph representation is to (1) evaluate the efficiency of memory space
usage as well as (2) further analyze the security implications of memory re-use and memory overwriting. Side-by-side
view of each data structure shows patterns of how new data structure objects get allocated and de-allocated in time.
The visual representation of block sizes and their active lifetimes provides rich information regarding the frequency
ratio of memory usage of addresses versus the size of the data objects being stored in these addresses. The size of
each data structure is computed considering its actual size and scaling it using a fixed normalization factor. In the case
where the size of an object height is rounded to zero, it automatically defaults to 1 pixel value. The minimal width of
each data structure is set to be 5 pixels.
On the other hand this window contains a horizontal scroll bar that enables the possibility of scrolling through the
entire data object space allowing the user to further analyze data structures that do not fit into the snapshot view of the
window. When the number of data structures present is less than the allowed horizontal pixel space, the scroll bar is
non-functional.
Every single data structure is visualized in this window independent of its content or the number of accesses
performed on the data object. One special case encountered during the implementation of mVizion occurred when
the data structures were created but never written to during their lifetime or have no type. Nonetheless, the minimum
information about this type of data structures still exists in the log files in order to be able to display the object
information in this window.
This window represents each data structure as a rectangle of a minimum size of 1x5 pixels or greater. Each
rectangle supports different actions including mouse rollover and mouse press events including cases when the scroll
bar is used. The color scheme for each data structure consists of 3 different shades of gray. Medium gray denotes
the active data object; light gray represents data structures that have been previously de-allocated; and dark gray is
used consistently throughout the 6 windows of mVizion to highlight the selected (rolled-over or clicked) data object
and its respective information. Additionally the red color is used at the end of mVizion execution to denote which
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data structures have not been de-allocated (memory leaks). Furthermore the blue color is used to denote which data
structures have been de-allocated but their memory address space hasnt been overwritten.
3.3 Heap window
The heap window (part B in Figure 3.1) is a complimentary visualization to the data structures window. It is a
combined view of all data objects visualized on top of one another in the same memory space layout as it was in the
data structures window. The same color scheme is used. This visualization window also supports mouse rollover and
mouse pressed events in the order of the latest allocation in a particular memory address pixel. This window includes
labels denoting the initial memory address and the last memory address.
3.4 Timeline access window
mVizion constructs an internal timeline data structure for representing a sequence of events and operations of the ap-
plication data structures (part C in Figure 3.1), which include allocation, de-allocation, storing, and loading operations.
This information found in the summary and heap log files is stored in a file in a sequential order of events. During
execution mVizion reads line by line this temporary file and executes each operation in accordance with the type of
event.
The Timeline access window is an arc diagram visually representing the lifetime of each data object after its de-
allocation. mVizion keeps track of all allocation and de-allocation operations and uses this information to represent
the lifetime age of freed data objects by using arcs. An arc diagram gives a visual view of the sequence of events and
allocation/de-allocation patterns throughout the application execution.
The algorithm for populating the timeline of events is based on a pre-sorted array list and the insertion of each
new element into the list in sequential order. From the summary and the freed log files, the data about each allocation
and de-allocation accompanied by their respective timestamps is inserted into Timeline data structure using a binary
search algorithm. The running time for reading timestamps of allocations and de-allocations in a random order and
inserting them into the array is logarithmic time. On the contrary, heap log events are inserted into the array using
a separate method with the intention of reducing the running time even further. The access events are logged in a
sequential order and thus can be easily inserted into Timeline following the same order. In order to achieve this
mVizion monitors the current index in the array list and adds a new element in the next available slot as long as it
satisfies the increasing ordering condition. This action speeds up mVizion setup phase execution by reducing the insert
operation to approximately constant running time.
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Timeline access window is only responsive to the mouse rollover and mouse clicks performed in data structures
and heap windows. The arc corresponding to the selected data structure is highlighted in bold dark gray color on the
diagram as long as that object has already been freed. Additionally a blue color is used at the end of mVizion run-time
to denote which data structures have been de-allocated but their respective memory address spaces have never been
overwritten.
This window also contains the labels with the starting timetick in CPU cycles, the current timetick, and the speed
at which the visualization is running. The speed can be adjusted (increased/decreased) according to the user’s needs
using two buttons, each one labeled with plus/minus signs. The default speed is set to 12000 CPU cycles per second
(cps) and is changed by 6000 cps each time the button is pressed with the lowest available value being 0 cps which
pauses mVizion execution. Moreover at the end of mVizion run-time a new label with the total number of memory
leaks is shown at the top of the window in red color.
3.5 Object data window
The object data window (part D in Figure 3.1) appears only in response to mouse events either on the data structure
window or the heap window. On a mouse rollover event the view is only displayed for the time a mouse remains
within the data structure boundaries, while in the case of a mouse-pressed event the object data window will remain
showing.
Once a data structure has been selected its internal view, current status and other internal data are displayed in this
window. The internal view represents the number of re-allocations of a particular data structure. This information
is presented with the address space growing from the bottom up following from the same behavior as portrayed in
the data structure and heap windows. The size of the data object representation is calculated from the size of the
allocations scaled by a normalization factor. Depending on the size of the data structure each individual memory
address is bounded to 5 pixels per representation for small-sized blocks, and in other cases each pixel can have an
aggregation of multiple memory addresses for large allocations. Each data object block is evenly divided into such
memory space representations which are then used to show the number of accesses performed on each memory space
following a specified coloring convention, from light gray corresponding to no accesses to dark gray to black color
representing the higher number of reads and writes.
The rest of information about a data structure is displayed in a text form and can be divided into static and dynamic
data. The static data includes the data object ID, its type, an address array containing all of the allocations during its
lifetime and their corresponding requested and extra sizes also in array forms, time created, lifetime age, and freed
age. Freed age is defined in Cafegrind and it represents the data from a de-allocated object residing in a memory until
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it is overwritten by a new data structure. The case when a new data structure has been allocated in the same memory
space as original object but never was overwritten is considered to be an exception and results in the original object’s
freed age defaulting to a value of -1. The lifetime age field denotes the number of CPU cycles the data structure has
had until its de-allocation, or is set to -1 for objects that are never freed from the memory. The age field is an indicator
of data persistence as well as memory leaks.
Dynamic object data fields include the time when it was last accessed, the number of reads and writes, and its
current de-allocation status. This information is collected during mVizion execution. As the timeline sequence of
events advances the data fields are automatically updated as needed. The number of reads found in the heap log file
and collected into the timeline data structure is equal to the total number of reads provided in the summary log by the
end of data object lifetime. The total number of writes are computed from the number of stores logged in the heap file
plus the number of re-allocations for that particular data structure.
3.6 Stack trace window
The stack trace window (part E in Figure 3.1) is a ring diagram representation of the function stack tree data structure.
The stack trace information collected from the summary log file represents the recursive stack of functions called to
allocate a particular data object. This information is used to construct a tree data structure rooted at the application
”main” function or functions ”below main” and branch out leading to allocation function calls (”malloc”, ”calloc”,
etc.) for all data objects.
The stack trace tree contains in each node the function name and the number of data structures making a call to that
particular function. This number is used internally to compute the degree angle of an arc in a ring diagram reflecting
the frequency of a function encounter. Since the ring diagram definition bounds the circumference of each level in
a tree to add up to exactly 2*PI, this creates a visual limitation to the stack trace window. The tree branches with a
small number of calls to these functions are limited to a very small degree angle making it practically impossible to
represent them using a pixel on the canvas.
The ring diagram is always displayed in the stack trace window, but the full-featured view is only visible when any
data object of the application has been selected. This view includes a data object’s function stack branch highlighted
in a dark gray color and a display of a function trace listing to the right of the diagram.
The stack trace tree is built incrementally, starting with the first available function stack and is appended with
new function traces as needed. Each trace contained in the logs includes up to 8 function calls always starting with
an immediate allocation function call that is represented as tree leafs in the internal data structure. The algorithm
searches through the entire tree until it finds a match with any of the functions in a particular trace. After the match is
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found mVizion traverses up and down the trace to match the rest of the functions or create new nodes as needed. This
representation is limited by the stack trace length when the listed 8 functions can’t be matched with any of already
existing functions in the tree. In this case, this trace will be omitted from further analysis and will not be considered a
part of the tree.
3.7 Dynamic object list window
In the dynamic object list window (part F in Figure 3.1) mVizion presents a list view of the present data structures
sorted by a selected filter. During the execution mVizion collects and maintains 6 internal lists of ordered data objects
sorted by the data structure size, age, freed age, number of reads, writes, and total accesses. Each field from the list
contains 3 values: the data structure ID followed by its type and the selected variable value. These lists are dynamically
updated during the execution of timeline events where the top 8 data objects are displayed at all times.
This window enables the user to choose a particular filter to sort the list. This feature works independently of
mouse rollover and mouse pressed events, allowing the user to keep previously selected data object in focus while
changing different filter. mVizion internal lists can be divided into static and dynamic. Size, age and freed age object
lists are populated statically during the setup phase, while the number of reads, writes and total accesses are collected
and updated dynamically during the display of the timeline events.
Moreover this window is responsive to mouse events coming from data structures and heap windows. Whenever
a data structure is selected it is highlighted in dark gray. It is important to note that it will only be visible in the case
when this particular data object is present in the list. Since the data structures are being constantly updated, the user
might see the data objects changing their places on the list based on selected filter during the execution.
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Chapter 4
Evaluation
4.1 General
mVizion processes and visualizes the data log files provided by Cafegrind. mVizion and Cafegrind are not directly
connected therefore the user must select the log files to be loaded into the visualization. The performance of mVizion
is inversely proportional to the size of these files. Running most generic programs with Cafegrind results in a set of
summary/freed/heap log files that vary in size. While the summary and freed log files contain the same number of
lines as there are data structures allocated during the run-time, the heap file contains all the read/write operations with
their corresponding information thus increasing both the number of lines as well as the file size. During the execution
mVizion, in order to optimizing its memory consumption, uses a temporary file to store sequential data found in both
heap and summary log files. On the other hand, the processed data from both the summary and freed log files resides
in memory during the entire mVizion run-time and furthermore is appended with additional tracking information
collected dynamically from the access events. The size of the internal memory used by the end of mVizion execution
grows approximately to 3-4 times the size of the original summary file (Figures 4.10, 4.15, 4.11, and 4.16). While
mVizion is able to process large log files, it’s important to consider the sizes of the summary, freed and heap log files
independently as well as the combined size of all three logs to estimate the growth and future size of mVizion internal
data structures. There exists the possibility that mVizion will stop its execution if the memory utilization surpasses the
available memory allocation.
mVizion has ran on four different machines:
• Machine A: Intel Core 2 Duo T9300 CPU at 2.50GHz 32-bit Windows 7 OS laptop with 4.0GB (3.0GB usable)
RAM;
• Machine B: Intel Core i7 920 CPU at 2.67GHz Gentoo Linux 1.12.14 2.6.34 r12 kernel x86 64-bit desktop with
6.0GB RAM;
• Machine C: Intel Core 2 Duo E8500 CPU at 3.16GHz 64-bit Windows 7 OS desktop with 8.0GB RAM; and
• Machine D: Intel Core 2 T7400 CPU at 2.16GHz 32-bit Windows 7 OS laptop with 2.0GB RAM.
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Before running mVizion, the Processing environment variables were set to reserve 1024MB of RAM for the most
optimal operation, and all external processes were stopped.
Cafegrind was used along with Links, the Linux text web browser, in order to generate the log files for the evalua-
tion section. Links application connected to www.facebook.com using two different networking protocols: HTTP and
HTTPS.
mVizion was tested using both log sets on all 4 machines. Its run-time was divided into 2 logical phases: (1) the
setup time and (2) the display time, where each phase was divided into a set of checkpoints at which performance
statistics were collected. These statistics include the number of lines read from a heap file, number of lines written to
a timeline file, number of CPU cycles performed, time taken, and size of the memory dump. A memory dump in this
evaluation is an explicit write operation of all mVizion internal data, currently stored in RAM, into a file. Performing
a memory dump and measuring the size of the output file provides a rough estimate of how much RAM mVizion is
using at a particular instant.
4.2 Phase 1: Setup
Loading the log files takes a significant amount of time during mVizion execution, which is distributed across dif-
ferent files according to their sizes. Table 4.1 along with Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show how over 98% of the time
is spent processing the heap file data, this includes reading the data and writing it to a timeline file. Furthermore,
Figures 4.4, 4.5 give a break down of time spent reading each 100,000 lines from a heap log file. The two graphs rep-
resent the different loading times across all 4 machines using both HTTP and HTTPS protocols. From Figures 4.4, 4.5
and Table 4.1 it is evident how the hardware resources and, more specifically, CPU power of the available computer
can significantly speed up mVizion setup phase. RAM characteristics of the computers have no affect on mVizion
performance in this case since the Processing maximum available memory (1024MB) is always below the hardware
capacity. An interesting observation is that all 4 curves on both graphs slowly decrease as the amount of processing
time spent in each period decreases between checkpoints. From mVizion implementation stand-point there is no clear
explanation, but it could be potentially explained by the speed-up of data caching on the read and subsequent write
operations.
mVizion builds the internal data structures as it reads the log files, beginning with summary file. It populates
the timeline internal structure with allocation and de-allocation events found in a summary file. Only when mVizion
execution reaches the point where it starts processing heap log, the tool begins writing the events in their sequential
order to a temporary timeline file. It is for this reason the number of lines written to a timeline file varies over time
from the number of lines read from a heap file. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show how the number of writes per each epoch
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machine HTTP
summary
file
HTTP
freed file
HTTP
heap file
HTTPS
summary
file
HTTPS
freed file
HTTPS
heap file
A 0.403 0.5 120.297 0.694 0.785 189.192
B 0.5 0.303 47.846 0.713 0.544 80.064
C 0.345 0.365 98.678 0.545 0.631 154.324
D 0.489 0.577 135.273 0.8 0.955 214.733
Table 4.1: Load time in seconds per different machines
Figure 4.1: Summary File Load Time Figure 4.2: Freed File Load Time Figure 4.3: Heap File Load Time
Figure 4.4: HTTP protocol Lines vs Time Figure 4.5: HTTPS protocol Lines vs Time
varies throughout the run-time. The noticeable variations at the beginning and the end of the graphs represent how
there are many allocations and de-allocations, respectively, while for the rest of executions these numbers are evenly
distributed. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 represent the progression of the number of lines written. They start at a significant
number of allocations and de-allocations, but slowly grow over time until they reach their maximum peaks. These
maximum peaks of written lines represent the total number of allocations and de-allocations for the entire application
run-time, and is equal to twice the number of data structures created during the application execution minus the number
of memory leaks.
Additional performance statistics include the memory dumps collected during the setup phase. They show the rate
of memory utilization growth as more data is loaded into mVizion internal data structures. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show
this progression across HTTP and HTTPS protocols, and Figure 4.12 merges the previous two graphs into a single
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Figure 4.6: HTTP Lines vs Extra Lines Written Figure 4.7: HTTPS Lines vs Extra Lines Written
Figure 4.8: HTTP Lines vs Lines Written Figure 4.9: HTTPS Lines vs Lines Written
composition. From Figure 4.12 it is noticeable how HTTPS grows faster and includes more data points. Hence it
can be concluded that HTTPS, when compared with HTTP protocol, contains more data structures and access points.
This is congruent with the way HTTPS secures its data. On the other hand, both plots share a significant number of
identical data points. This shows how similar both protocols are when being executed in a browser-type application.
Figure 4.10: HTTP Lines vs Memory Size Figure 4.11: HTTPS Lines vs Memory Size
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Figure 4.12: Memory Size: HTTP vs HTTPS
4.3 Phase 2: Display
Most of mVizion run-time is spent rendering the canvas along with the animation. The length of the timeline as well
as the number of access operations previously loaded from the summary and heap log files determines the length of
the visualization display and is deterministic for the same set of logs. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the time taken by
each machine to process the same logs over the equal set of time intervals. The determinism of these events causes
mVizion performance to be proportional to the CPU power of the machine. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 also show a slow
down in mVizion execution over time that is consistent across all 4 machines, and can be explained by a continuously
growing number of timeline events as well as the size of internal memory utilization.
Figure 4.13: HTTP Display Time Figure 4.14: HTTPS Display Time
Another performance metric obtained during mVizion display is the size of memory dumps. The size of the internal
RAM utilization measured with periodic memory dumps shows a significant increase in memory usage. This growth
continues throughout mVizion run-time, both in the setup phase and the display stage, as portrayed in Figures 4.15
and 4.16. As mVizion reads the access events from the timeline file, it updates and appends the new data to mVizion
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internal data structures thus increasing the memory usage. As seen in Figures 4.10, 4.11, 4.15, and 4.16 the overall
growth throughout mVizion run-time is approximately 3-4 times the original summary data set.
Figure 4.15: HTTP Memory Size Display Figure 4.16: HTTPS Memory Size Display
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Chapter 5
Future Work
mVizion was developed to run as a stand-alone application, but since it is implemented on top of the Processing
framework it is feasible to convert the existing code into a web application. Furthermore, it is possible to develop
multimedia components to create videos or snapshots during mVizion execution.
Additional functionality and feature support to be adopted in the future include the development of mVizion API.
Currently mVizion is available only as a source code to be loaded into Processing framework. The future goal is
to create an executable that automatically installs, runs Processing and plays the visualization without requiring any
additional configuration setting from a user. The creation of mVizion API will allow programmatical access and
scripting support to mVizion parsed and inferred internal data.
Further steps include improvement of mVizion running time and memory utilization. Since the maximum available
memory to be used by mVizion is set to 1024MB, this limits the capabilities of its speed as well as processing power. In
order to improve the robustness of the tool it will be necessary to analyze in more detail what data is being duplicated
across mVizion internal data structures and consider implementing either novel compression algorithms, or write
least frequently used data to temporary files that can be accessed during the run-time. Furthermore, the goal for the
next revision of mVizion is to make use of all the data and logs Cafegrind offers including type accesses, extend
the functionalities of the windows, and display more granular information. Other considerations include integrating
canvas plots into a single mVizion window with multiple tabs and/or buttons in order to select the view, granularity
and zoom factor.
There are several low level implementation details that have been omitted from the current mVizion design. Cur-
rently mVizion only handles multiple re-allocations for two or none overlapping data blocks. The case of 3 or more
overlapping blocks is currently not supported. The general algorithm for multiple re-allocation support would include:
(1) identifying the number of overlapping blocks; (2) sorting them in the order of memory addresses; (3) identifying
where the partial or full block overlaps occur; and (4) aggregating the blocks in a particular order while maintaining
the ordering, the addresses, the block sizes, and the current read/write statistics. Additionally, mVizion could main-
tain the information about each re-allocation independent of aggregated memory blocks. Other future work includes
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modifying the current color scheme and support different color shading in the Graph and Heap windows based on the
number of accesses of each particular data object.
The type access log file is the last output provided by Cafegrind and is not supported in the current implementation
of mVizion. This log file contains detailed stack traces of function pointers performing access operations on different
data structures that can complement the current mVizion internal data structures.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
mVizion is a memory analysis and visualization tool for Cafegrind, a forensic profiling tool. It interprets the logs
generated by Cafegrind and reconstructs the trace of events in the order of their occurrence. By aggregating and
analyzing the extracted data mVizion can infer information that would not be possible to extract otherwise with other
manual methods.
mVizion presents detailed information about each individual data structure and provides a number of various
ways through 6 visualization windows to analyze and understand memory utilization behaviors. mVizion provides an
appealing, simple and clear interface representing all allocation, de-allocation, read and write events in their sequential
order and detailed information about each individual data object. Using different visual components it is relatively
easy to detect unusual memory behaviour, observe possible memory bugs, churn, memory fragmentation, and locate
memory leaks.
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Appendix A
Visualization snapshots
Figure A.1: Memory Leak A found running Links application using HTTP protocol: data structure ID: 2592, type:
{ * unsigned char }, address: 0x734A970, size: 394 Bytes, reads/writes: 150/51, created: 5849215, last accessed:
6299361
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Figure A.2: Memory Leak B found running Links application using HTTP protocol: data structure ID: 2469, type: {
* char }, address: 0x7333460, size: 10 Bytes, reads/writes: 1/10, created: 2978922, last accessed: 2987728
Figure A.3: Memory Leak B found running Links application using HTTPS protocol: data structure ID: 2469, type:
{ * char }, address: 0x7333460, size: 10 Bytes, reads/writes: 1/10, created: 2979013, last accessed: 2987819
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Figure A.4: Memory Allocation Ladder found running Links application using HTTP protocol: data structure ID:
2806, type: { * .struct conv table.t int }, address: 0x73ABB90, size: 4096 Bytes, reads/writes: 634/829, created:
8250664, last accessed: 19719682, age: 11469064
Figure A.5: Memory Allocation Ladder found running Links application using HTTPS protocol: data structure ID:
4565, type: { * .struct conv table.t int }, address: 0x7381C70, size: 4096 Bytes, reads/writes: 534/778, created:
13353666, last accessed: 25588958, age: 12235338
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